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Introducing  Aeronautics and Space Education:

LASF partnership with Libyan 
scouts Commission:

LASF has started national education project 
aiming to
include the Aeronautics & space Knowledge in the
Libyan education system as activities for the 
youths and children through the cooperation with 
Libyan ministry of education.
 LASF education and media department has
prepared special series of educational books that
give children basic aviation Education and 
knowledge through coloring  activity.
These series are divided  into three volumes 
according to children ages , the first volume 
( 47-years) second volume ( 7 - 12 years) third 
volume (12 -16 year ) which mean that our program 
will include the students from elementary to high 
Schools.
We have appointed public and private sponsors 
to finance printing the books with large quantities 
,which will be distributed with coloring  pencils to 
the children in the events.

As Libya takes its first steps into democratic and peaceful country. LASF has gone into 
reforming  and defining  its goals , one of most important goals is spreading  Aeronautics & 
space Education Knowledge among our youths and children , for this purpose We have set 
ambitious Plans turned  into programs base on establishing  cooperation with the public & 
private Education institutions and others which related to youths and children to , also LASF 
has introduced  spread Aeronautics & space Education as part of children entertainment ; 
through visits , games and air show events.

LASF has reached  agreement with Libyan scouts 
Commission. According to this agreement  we will 
work with scouts as Partners,
 in the first stage we will introduce aviation education 
and  Knowledge to the Libyan scouts through 
Lectures , games and visits ( LASF has ordered 
paper planes and remote control planes to be part 
of scouts aviation education program), the second 
stage will include establishment
of air scouts  with the cooperation with air spor clubs 
in Libyan cities. 
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Arranging Visits and air show events
for children
LASF has invited children schools to visit the
Libyan parachute training camp ,allowing them to
speak and play with the parachuting team members.
future visits will include airports with guide who will.
LASF will arrange air show events for children this
year , on may there will be two big air shows in
Tripoli and Benghazi ,(LASF  is  importing  paper 
planes  and remote control planes to be distributed 
to children in the events, scout will be part of the 
events.
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Producing  Short Aviation Education  documentaries
LASF Education media department had 
produce short documentaries that give the 
youths and children basic aviation knowledge 
this series of documentaries speaks on many 
aviation issues the build of this documentary 
is based on Local aviation scenes and simple 
comments.  
Based on agreement with Libyan ministry of  
media  this documentary will be broadcasted 
on national public TV Channels .

Release the first Arabic air sports magazine
LASF education & media department is working to 
release the first Arabic language magazine specialized 
in air sports field , the magazine will continue :news , 
articles , reports, interviews ,  that related to airs sport 
our goal to give air sports information  
to the Arabic public , and to encourage communication 
between people with the same interest, the magazine 
will continue content brief in English .


